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El Monte’s New Power Shrinker RV Fleet
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The Black Rock Beacon will return to BRC this year if you are an owner of a newly-arriving independent Burnalism. We have a high demand for INDesigners, Editors, & Publishers. Join us online at www.blackrockbeacon.org, email or question at blackrockbeacon@gmail.com or join us at https://groups.yahoo.com/group/blackrockbeacon/

The Black Rock Desert hills

For Reno’s Morris Burner Hostel Struggles With Permits and Road Work

BY JIMMY OLSEN

A special fiend from the Ghost Ship in Oakland has been stirring the waters to Reno to threaten the existence of the Morris Burner Hostel, awhimsical outpost of Burner culture in the world’s biggest little city.

A fire in the combined artist collective/performance space/residential building claimed 36 lives in December. The tragedy set fire marshals and those looking to spread Burner culture in the world’s biggest little city.

The Morris is run as a private club, with room rates depending on the season. A fire in the back will be torn up for at least three months, and any gas or oil in the vicinity will be removed. The Morri has been raising money at www.gofundme.com to pay for insurance.

The hotel is raising money at www.gofundme.com to keep the business going, there is a GoFundMe campaign to raise $10,000 to help the Morris stay alive and its website is www.morrisburnerhostel.com. It is reminiscent of walking the streets on the Playa and visiting themed camps.
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The hotel is raising money at www.gofundme.com, and it’s website is morrisburnerhostel.com.